
Tuc� Sen� Chines� Restauran� Men�
221- 223 Pacific Hwy, Charmhaven, New South Wales 2263, Australia, CHARMHAVEN

+61243925503 - http://tuck-seng-chinese.edan.io/

A complete menu of Tuck Seng Chinese Restaurant from CHARMHAVEN covering all 15 dishes and drinks can
be found here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Tuck Seng Chinese Restaurant:
Bloody excellant Love the home made spring rolls there big and fresh tasty i always order more as good for

snack later in the nite Yum I just wished a chinese business Did Yum Cha as i b there every weekend read more.
The diner and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities.

What User doesn't like about Tuck Seng Chinese Restaurant:
Mmm the wait is outrageous. Eat before you come lol . Obviously waitress are run off their feet needs more

cooks & so much take away is being served up little attention for the restaurant waiting over 1 1/2 hrs for food is
just nuts then all meals didn't come at once . So family left waiting for their meals once again , can say food was

great but be warned ,go on a Monday night perhaps. read more. At Tuck Seng Chinese Restaurant in
CHARMHAVEN, tasty barbecue is freshly grilled on an open flame and garnished with fine sides, on the menu

there are also a lot of Asian dishes. In addition, they proffer you flavorful seafood menus, Furthermore, the
visitors love the successful combination of different menus with new and partially experimental ingredients - a

good example of successful Asian Fusion.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Mai� Cours�
BBQ PORK

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

Chicke�
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN

HONEY CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

TRAVEL

PORK MEAT

SEAFOOD

CHICKEN

HONEY

GARLIC
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 12:00-14:00
Wednesday 12:00-14:00
Thursday 12:00-14:00
Friday 12:00-14:00
Saturday 12:00-14:00
Sunday 17:00-21:00
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